
DAR 
ART 

BARS
Fall in Love with Art through Chocolate



Dark and Milk | Collection

*Due to the nature of this concept of rotating artworks, the images on the bars 
will be subject to change every once in a while.

Wild Orange 
72%

Dark Coffee 
90%

Hibiscus 
72%

Coconut Milk 
68%

Crunchy Serrano 
Milk 55%

Crunchy Jalapeño
72%

Hazelnuts Milk

Almonds Dark

Lemongrass Ginger 
70%

Salted Caramel 
Coffee
Milk 60%

Ecuador 
72%

Art Bars - rotating artworks, connecting artists
and art lovers through artisan chocolate



Counter Display 
6 Trays
$356.40

Single Bar/1.75oz
$4.95
SRP: $8.50

Single Tray 
12 bars
$59.40

*Due to the nature of this concept of rotating artworks, the images on the bars 
will be subject to change every once in a while.

PeanutsAlmondsHazelnuts

PeanutsAlmondsHazelnuts

Milk
Chocolates

Dark
Chocolates

Sugar Free | Nut Bars

Wholesale Options

Art Bars - rotating artworks, connecting artists
and art lovers through artisan chocolate



DAR ART BARS 

Artisan premium chocolate wrapped in a curated, rotating 
collection of artworks. Connecting artists and art lovers.

A QR code inside leads to the artist’s page on the DAR 
website, with the option to buy a museum grade print of 
their artwork. All proceeds go to the artists.

A small percentage of bars come with a Golden Ticket, 
which grants a free print.

Joel and Gila Dar first encountered cacao in Costa Rica, where they lived and 
learned the art and science of chocolate making from tree to bar. In 2016, they 
moved to Denver and started their bean-to-bar chocolate company, crafting 
chocolate in small batches from few, clean and organic ingredients and ethically 
sourced cacao. In 2019 they joined forces with master chocolatier Sima 
Amsalem, the Chocolate Whisperer, reaching a new level in their creations.

DAR Art Bars were created to enrich and uplift the human spirit through art and 
chocolate.

DARCHOCOLATE.ART          hello@darchocolate.com        

“This is some of the most 
delicious, well-balanced 
chocolate I've tasted, 
and I've worked in fine 
dining for over 25 
years” 

~ Paul V. CA

“Seriously these Truffles 
are off the chart 
delicious. Not overly 
caloric, heavy or too 
sweet! ”  

~ Mari N, Boulder CO

“Amazingly delicious, 
just amazing, thank 
you… and the art is such 
an inspiration to the 
imagination”

~ Solomon B, OR


